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Nothing compares to the effectiveness of Lean Six Sigma 

when it comes to improving a company’s operational 

efficiency, raising its productivity, and lowering its costs. It 

improves design processes, gets products to market faster 

with fewer defects, and builds customer loyalty. 

Based in Sheffield, United Kingdom, lean6-sigma operates across the UK and 

throughout the world.  I have worked across several industries, high profile clients 

include Shell (Finance Operations), Syngenta, Sanofi and HSS Hire. 

At lean6-sigma we focus on the ‘how’ not the ‘why’. By drawing on service and 

manufacturing case studies, we are able to bring complex, often daunting, 

subjects to life. At lean 6- sigma, we believe that the most effective way to impart 

knowledge is to learn by doing – our courses are practical, hands-on and fun. 

Using Value Stream Mapping, Lean Practitioners lead projects to eliminate 

process waste and improve practices. We examine how Lean tools can create 

process change and develop culture – and how Kano analysis helps to 

understand customers and design processes that are responsive to customer 

demand. Value Stream Mapping and Value Stream Design can create efficient 

processes which are correctly scaled with matching resources.  

Lean culture pursues Seven Wastes eradication, so we identify waste and learn to 

complete Gemba Walks. Finally, since Lean workplaces are visual workplaces, 5S, 

visual management and control are demonstrated as workplace management 

tools.  Each day finishes with a case study of a real life lean implementation. 

 

 

  

Dates  7 – 9 Feb, Sheffield. 

 2 – 4 May, Jersey 

 4 – 6 Jul, London 
 

Price  £950  
 

Contact  +44 (0)7970 137351 
info@lean6-sigma.co.uk 

Chris Kinvig 

Your Lean six sigma consultant with 

15 years experience in lean-six-sigma, who 

has trained and coached over 500 belts. 

Chris was part of the team responsible for 

implementing lean-six-sigma into Shell 

(Finance Operations), and at Bosch he held 

cradle-to-grave responsibility for 

implementing Lean. 
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Demonstrate  

effective change using 
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Chris takes a very pragmatic approach to 

deploying OpEx, linking well with understand 

business constraints and skilfully navigating 

through large company politics. 

Regional Supply and Operations Manager 
 

 

 

 

This course will teach you how to map 

business process, to highlight process 

steps that add to customer value.  The 

core lean tools of 5S, 7 Wastes and 

Value Stream Mapping lead to reduced 

inventories, increased capacity and 

increased productivity. 


